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Article written by Marília Souza

The general consensus amongst experts is that we will probably be

dealing with the immediate threat from COVID-19 for the next 18-24

months in some way or another, but there’s a growing realization that

even once Coronavirus is ‘over’ in the immediate sense, it will have

changed the shape of the world forever.

Several international futurists say that the coronavirus works as an

accelerator of futures. The pandemic anticipates changes that were

already underway, such as remote work, distance education, the search

for sustainability and the demand for more socially responsible

companies. 

Having this in mind, this article explores some trends and possible

predictions of what our world may be like once we have left this

pandemic behind. The transformations are countless and include politics,

economics, business models, social relations, culture, and social

psychology, among other things. 

Covid-19 will change society's habits and also make people review their

values. According to Pete Lunn, Head of behavioral research of Trinity

College Dublin, crisis force communities to come together and work more

as teams, whether it is in the neighborhoods or between employees of

companies for example, and this can affect the values   of those who live in

this period - just like the generations that lived during wars.

Change in consumers’ habits is expected as the financial crisis resulting

from the pandemic alone will be a reason for people to save more and

review their consumption habits. Moreover, people are concerned about

the value of things, their environmental impact, and the generation of a

positive impact on society or the engagement with a cause. This makes it

necessary to rethink the consumer society and reflect what is essential in

the upcoming years. 

A POST COVID-19 WORLD: WHAT
CAN WE EXPECT?
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Furthermore, due to COVID-19 the majority of shopping moved online, and after this pandemic this

tendency is expected to prevail. Businesses that didn't have an online option might face financial ruin.

In order to remain competitive, businesses should figure out ways to have online services in a post-

coronavirus world.

Another consequence of this pandemic is that it’s expected that we’ll have fewer touch screens, once

people are now hyper-aware of every touchable surface that could transmit disease, and more

contactless interfaces and interactions, such as voice interfaces and machine vision interfaces.

New business models will emerge. Two examples that are already observable include restaurants, since

delivery services might continue to increase or even become the main source of revenues in some

cases, and also healthcare professionals that, given the circumstances, are open for telemedicine or

virtual consultations, but might find this a convenient business model after the pandemic as well. 

All these factors lead to the strengthening of digital Infrastructure. Digital solutions to keep meetings,

lessons, workouts, and more going when sheltering in our homes, allowed many of us to see the

possibilities for continuing some of these practices in a post-COVID-19 world.

Home office was already a reality for many people, but this model will grow even more. With the

pandemic, more companies of different sizes and activities started to organize themselves to work this

way. The expansion of e-learning and digital events is also anticipated. A rise in hybrid events where

parts of the event take place in person and others are delivered digitally is predicted.

COVID-19 might be tiring our systems and patience, but it’s also building our resilience and allowing

us to develop new and innovative solutions out of necessity. After this immediate crisis is done, we

need to remember what worked in an emergency, and use it to bring in a new era of sharing power,

responsibility and wealth.
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Article written by David Tita

Mobile commerce and no-touch alternate payment options       

Leveraging software (all-in-one personal databases)

Automation   

Faster delivery 

After the initial impact of coronavirus, companies are now slowly

adapting to a more technological and touchless world. With many being

unable to perform simple presential day-to-day transactions, they are

forced to evolve their methods of performing business. In this article, we

will discuss the rise of e-commerce.

According to Forbes, there are 4 business trends allowing companies to

capitalize on innovation and technology:   

These can hardly be described as new, since companies like Amazon,

Alibaba, JD and eBay have been utilizing these aspects and making them

possible for years. True change comes when a generalized movement

occurs within society, as what is “regular” is now related with different

practices. It can primarily be seen when looking at medium and small

companies, examples being when the local fruit seller allows for orders

through a website or administrative staff now works from home.

More interesting are the companies whose services provide support to the

final sellers. These companies a have a symbiotic relation with traditional

ones when the general sales method shifts to an online one, meaning that

the more a retail profits from e-commerce, the more it is expected to

invest in it, and consequently in the firms that provides those services.

One such example is Stackline, a retail intelligence and software

company that optimizes e-commerce marketing performances and works

with over 2000+ brands, such as Sony, Google, HP and Nestlé. Even

though it is a private company, it is a good example to study.

E-COMMERCE:
THE TO-BE NORM OF POST COVID-19
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Stackline has constructed a set of strategies for

costumers to improve their sales amidst the

outbreak, providing data, guidance and support,

setting itself as an even more valuable partner to

work with, and as such one can expect it to

continue to grow. 

 

The company compiled the top 100 growing and

declining categories in e-commerce in March

compared to the same period last year. The

growing categories are mainly related to products

to use at home, such as bread machines, whose

sales grew 652%, computer monitors and office

furniture and supplies, along with fitness products

and sanitary ones. With so many people working

from home, afraid of the disease, not being able to

go to a restaurant or the gym, it was predictable

that products which can be used where you now

spend more time and replace services that are

closed would have an impactful increase of sales.

Contrarily, products that related to traveling,

outdoor activities and fashion have seen a

decrease in their sales, as now they cannot be used

as before, and there is no true prediction to when

such use will be possible. 

 

In conclusion, for the near predictable future,

companies that focus on products and services

that do not require much or at all traveling or

contact of any form are expected to grow and

thrive more than any others, and as this trend is

set to be the norm, these firms will take over the

market and can be considered a rather safe and

profitable investment.
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Article written by Inês Catalão

There is no way to tell exactly what the economic damage from the

global COVID-19 will be. However early estimates indicate that most

economies will lose at least 2.4 percent of their gross domestic product

per capita (GDP) during 2020. Leading economists forecast a decrease in

2020 in global GDP of around 8 percent.

In fact, the Coronavirus outbreak hit the whole global economy. Many

enterprises temporarily shut or slowed down their activities and they still

have to pay employee salaries and rents during the suspension of work.

To mitigate the impacts of COVID-19 in social and economic contexts,

some executive heads has to come up with creative strategies to effective

tackle this crisis. As a great place to start, they identified market needs

right now, and the way that their enterprise could give an answer to the

present situation. The main tasks and goals consisted of using a variety

of resources to find new ways to link suppliers, partnerships, customers

and employees together. Though they use their workforce, several ways

of external support and leverage their employees’ talents to face risk-

reduction plans through new strategies.

           

In Portugal, many companies were obliged to stop their activities by

government orders, nevertheless others were themselves obliged to

change their business in order to survive or reduce the impacts of

COVID19.

Fan 3D, an example of a recent engineering consulting firm, has created a

network to print visors. Actually, they use their knowledge and resources

to create protective visors for healthcare professionals who are working

in hospitals. According to Eurico Assunção, professor of the Instituto

Superior Técnico (IST), executive vice-president of the European Welding

Federation and head of this company: "As they say, “the occasion makes

the thief".

ENTERPRISES
ARE RETHINKING THEIR ACTIVITIES
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At the Centre for Excellence and Innovation in the Automobile Industry (CEiiA), there is a team

committed to create a prototype of ventilator to be produced in Portugal. As Tiago Rebelo, director of

engineering, said "We're not making the best ventilator in the world, we're doing our best to respond a

problem quickly and effectively". 

A group of micro brewers provide sanitizers when Hugo Santos, from Cerveja Chica, spoke to a GNR

military who explained that they were out of products to clean and disinfect police stations and cars. "

(…) all of us brewers use diluted Peracetic Acid which can also be used in the cleaning of operating

rooms" Diogo Trindade, from Lindinha Lucas.
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Other examples could be used to illustrate this scenario, a textile industry changed its production to

produce masks and gowns, a shoe industry produces masks and visors, Super Bock and Distilaria

Levira changed temporarily from beverages to disinfectant gel. 

The consensus among health professionals seems to be that depending on worldwide responses, the

best-case scenario has us looking at a couple of months of mass social distancing and quarantine. The

worst-case scenario suggests it could be closer to a year. At any rate, companies that hope to

withstand the storm and possibly find useful innovations in order to provide creative answers, should

be attentive to market requests, remain vigilant, fluid, and open with their intentions as they move

forward.



Article written by Rodrigo Marques

The times we currently live in are unprecedented. The world never had to

collectively battle a pandemic at the same time and there is no “guide” as

to how governments should act and what measures to implement. It is

somewhat of a trial and error period for everyone until we get it right.

The only thing we can be sure of, is that we do not know what is coming,

and not knowing is probably the safest and most correct answer at the

moment. 

Yes, we have had recessions, we have had bear markets, we even had

depressions, but not like this. This time is different. There was never a

time in history where pretty much the whole world had to come to a halt.

Economies are at a standstill, people are at home, and only now, in the

beginning of May are we seeing countries reopening their economies with

a lot of restrictions and a fear that a second wave of COVID-19 might be

coming. It took the U.S economy 5 weeks to lose all the jobs it created

since the 2008 financial crisis. That is correct, 26.5 million jobs were lost

as a result of the Coronavirus in just 5 weeks. This number is equivalent

to 16% of the entire U.S. labor force.

WHAT COVID-19 CAME TO REMIND
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For the stock market, these are times in which no investor is sure on how

to better position himself, or even how to hedge against this great deal of

uncertainty. The volatility index (VIX) has reached its second highest

point of all time, and it is still considerably high if we compare it to the

past few years. In the middle of April, after more than 16M lost their jobs

in only 3 weeks’ time, the Dow experienced its best week since 1938. For

most people, such statistic sounds bizarre as there is not much sense for

a stock market rally during an oncoming recession. Bears are upset that 



the market is not reflecting the economic context and the bulls are confused on how this is even

possible. The investing game is hard, it always has been, but now, more than ever, it is exceptionally

confusing. 

The stock market is not a benchmark. It is not the S&P 500 nor the Russell 1000. It is a market where

buyers and sellers come together to exchange equity. What most people seem to forget is that it does

not always have to make sense. Not every factor and piece of information is priced in and most of the

times, the markets will be inefficient, and its agents will act more irrationally rather than rationally.

The top 5 companies in the S&P 500 have as much weight as the bottom 350 in the index. This,

however, does not mean that these companies generate the same revenue as those 350 or employ as

many people. Therefore, the stock market should not be used as an accurate economic indicator. The

stocks and the economy are not, and never have been perfectly correlated.

But if this does not sound convincing enough, let us look at how markets have historically behaved in times

of exceptional uncertainty. During WW1 and WW2, despite the fact that economies were in shambles, the

stock market actually showed strong gains through both wars. From the 1914 to 1918, the Dow was up by

43%, and from 1939 to 1945, the U.S. stock market was up by 115%. This can come at a surprise for many

people, but it just goes to show how it does not always have to make sense, and there is no perfect

correlation between stocks and the state of the economy.
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Despite all this, stocks are down just 17% from their highs and 1% year-over-year. The S&P 500

experienced a historic bounce from its 23rd of March lows. A lot of historical things are happening this

year and it will certainly be one for the books. For now, what we know is that the FED’s action was able

to stop this from getting worse and it came to add a lot of much needed liquidity to the markets. It was

clear this time that they did not want to replicate the 2008 crisis with such a delayed response.

We are living in a time where saying that stocks will reach all time high by the end of the year has

probably the same likelihood of happening as reaching historical lows. The stock market will surely

continue to perplex investors that try to reason with it. COVID-19 came to remind investors that

nothing is for granted and the stock market is never going to be predictable.
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The table below shows 13 periods where economic growth did not match the stock market

performance. It is quite simple to understand why these disparities happened in the past. Economic

data is backward looking, and the stock market tends to be forward looking. What is different this time

is that we know for a fact that the economic data regarding 2020 will be awful. We just do not know

the extent of it. What we also know is that this crisis will only be over when there is a vaccine in

circulation to fully stop the spread of the virus, but we also do now know when that is going to happen.
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